
 
September 20, 2022 
 

Lower Columbia College Head Start/EHS/ECEAP Families, 

 
HEALTH – FACE MASKS UPDATE 
Wearing a well-fitting face mask consistently and correctly reduces the risk of 
spreading COVID-19. Effective September 21, 2022, school sites will no longer require masking when 
COVID-19 community levels are low. When COVID-19 community levels are medium, people who are 
immunocompromised or at risk of getting very sick with COVID-19 should talk to their healthcare provider 
about the need to wear a mask. At a high community level, indoor masking will be required. When masking 
is required, employees, parents, and visitors will follow the guidelines listed below: 

• The Health Specialist will check COVID-19 Community Levels daily and report the level to all staff 
via email. 

• The staff at each center will ensure that masks are available at entrances and in classrooms. 

• “Face mask required” signs will be displayed at entrances and classrooms to notify parents of high 
community level and requirement to mask during that time. 

 
Why did this change now? Last Friday, the U. S. Department of Health and Human Services’ Administration 
for Children and Families (ACF) announced that, in the near future, we intend to publish a final rule that 
will formally remove the requirement for universal masking in Head Start programs for all individuals ages 
2 and older. This will align Head Start program masking requirements more closely with the updated 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance. Yesterday, we received the support of college 
leadership to remove the mask requirement in our programs and to align our procedures with the CDC 
prior to the Final Rule being published. 
 
RETURNING TO SCHOOL AFTER TESTING POSITIVE 
The individual may return to care after 5 full days of isolation if: 

• Their symptoms have improved or they are asymptomatic, AND 

• They are without fever for the past 24 hours without the use of fever reducing medications 
If returning to care after day 5, the individual: 

• Will wear a well-fitting mask during days 6-10 of their isolation period, OR 

• Test negative with an antigen or at-home test any day after day 5. Testing beyond day 10 is not 
necessary. 

 
Health Reminders: 

• Keep your child home if they are ill. 

• Children and staff who test positive for COVID-19 must stay home and isolate for 5 days. 

• Exposure to any communicable disease will be posted on the Communicable Disease Board in the 
classroom and teachers will notify you of exposures. 

• If there are 2-3 cases of COVID-19 identified in the classroom, families will be notified with 
additional information and recommendations. 

 
Wishing you well, 
Mindy Leasure, Head Start/EHS/ECEAP Director 
Lower Columbia College 
360-442-2800 
 
P.S. See the story Goodbye Masks if your child needs support around this change. 
https://consciousdiscipline.com/resources/goodbye-masks-a-printable-story/  You can access this resource and many 
others for free if you sign up.  Don’t want to sign up… just ask you teacher or family advocate and they’ll print you a 
copy.  “The Goodbye Masks printable story explains a complex topic in a way that’s easy for children to understand. It 
uses reassuring language and age-appropriate information to provide the comfort and answers children need to feel 
safe. Connect with children and utilize this book as a starting point for addressing their fears, answering their 
questions and easing their worries about changing mask policies.” 

https://consciousdiscipline.com/resources/goodbye-masks-a-printable-story/

